Modelling soil water content variations under drought stress on soil column cropped with winter wheat
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Abstract: Mathematical models are effective tools for evaluating the impact of predicted climate change on agricultural production, but it is difficult to test their applicability to future weather conditions. We applied the SWAP model to assess its applicability to climate conditions, differing from those, for which the model was developed. We used a database obtained from a winter wheat drought stress experiment. Winter wheat was grown in six soil columns, three having optimal water supply (NS), while three were kept under drought-stressed conditions (S). The SWAP model was successfully calibrated against measured values of potential evapotranspiration (PET), potential evaporation (PE) and total amount of water (TSW) in the soil columns. The Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (N-S) for TWS for the stressed columns was 0.92. For the NS treatment, we applied temporally variable soil hydraulic properties because of soil consolidation caused by regular irrigation. This approach improved the N-S values for the wetting-drying cycle from −1.77 to 0.54. We concluded that the model could be used for assessing the effects of climate change on soil water regime. Our results indicate that soil water balance studies should put more focus on the time variability of structure-dependent soil properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Wheat is the most important cereal around the world ensuring the food demand of the growing population. At present climate conditions, drought stress and extreme weather conditions are the major constraints limiting the biomass production of cereals in most areas of the Carpathian Basin (Cseuz et al., 2002; Herrmann et al., 2006; Váralay, 2005) and in many other places around the world (Fendeková and Fendek, 2012; Josa et al., 2013; Querrie et al., 1999; Rosenzweig et al., 2001). For the temperate regions, all the models predict decrease in wheat yields even in case of small increase in average air temperature, if no adaptation strategies are implemented (IPCC, 2014; Maracchi et al., 2005).

Besides other adaptation measures (i.e. irrigation, changes in management strategies), selection and development of new drought stress tolerant wheat genotypes could help in reducing yield damages due to temperature increase and drought (Végh, 2013). Exact calculation of crop water demand and consumption under stressed conditions, however, remains a challenging task.

Drought and heat tolerance of different wheat genotypes can be determined in stress diagnostic systems of different types. In glasshouse stress diagnostic systems (Djilianov et al., 2005), a large number of pots are used. Thus, precise and continuous monitoring of water balance elements would be very expensive and time-consuming. On the other hand, results obtained from field stress diagnosis systems (Pant et al., 1998) are difficult to reproduce due to uncontrolled weather conditions.

Mathematical models, describing the physical laws valid in the soil-plant-atmosphere system are promising tools for evaluating the impact of predicted climate change on crop water use efficiency. However, these models often incorporate semi-empirical functions and relationships, so their validity for conditions that differ from those they have been developed for should be tested.

In this study, we used data obtained from a detailed soil water balance study carried out in a climate room (Lukács et al., 2008) to assess the applicability of the SWAP (Soil, Water, Atmosphere and Plant) mathematical model (van Dam, 2000; van Dam et al., 2008) to climatic conditions that significantly differ from those that the model has been developed and tested for. The hypothesis of this study was that if we successfully apply a model for meteorological conditions, for which the built-in physical relationships are still valid (e.g. the changes in climatic conditions are not that extreme so that the existing physical laws would become invalid, which is very likely the case for the expected climate change conditions), than pre-tested and calibrated (for certain crops and soils) mathematical models could be used to overcome the experimental limitations and to quantify the water balance elements under changing climate.

Soil tillage, rainfall events and crop growth can cause strong seasonal variation of soil structure and the related soil hydraulic properties. Kodešová et al. (2011) reported that soil structure of the topsoil of a Haplic Luvisol was very sensitive to rainfall events. Jirků et al. (2013) found highly variable soil aggregate stability and soil hydraulic properties in three different soil types. Temporal variability of the examined soil properties was dependent on plant growth, rainfall compaction and tillage. Temporal changes in soil properties can have significant effect on soil water regime (Farkas et al., 2000). Most of the
mathematical models simulating soil water regime, however, do not account for temporal changes in soil hydraulic properties (Farkas et al., 2000), even though these properties are strongly affected by climate conditions and soil management (Korsunskaya and Farkas, 2004; Zhou et al. 2008). Temporal variations in soil properties are usually neglected, for two main reasons: i) there are very little data and information on the seasonal variability of soil hydraulic properties that could be used for developing and testing new model applications and ii) it is rather complicated to account for these temporal changes (represented by discrete measured values) in numerical schemes requiring continuous information.

In this study our aims were i) to evaluate the applicability of the SWAP model to climatic conditions outside the range used to develop the model; ii) to compare the modelling results with those of a detailed soil column water balance study as part of a drought stress tolerance wheat experiment and iii) to evaluate the effect of temporal changes in soil physical and hydraulic properties on the model’s performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Laboratory experimental set up

For mathematical modelling of the soil water balance elements under non-regular conditions we used data, obtained from the stress diagnosis set up introduced by Lukács et al. (2008). The system consisted of eight soil columns with winter wheat, placed in identical plexiglass boxes with an area of 0.15x0.15 m² (Fig. 1). The boxes were filled with 8.496 kg of air-dried soil until 0.32 m height, so that the total soil volume (V) was 7.2x10⁻³ m³ to achieve equal dry soil bulk density of 1.18x10³ kg m⁻³.

The soil type was defined as Calcic Chernozem (WRB, 2006) developed on clayey loam. The soil columns were constructed using soil material taken from the field from two different soil layers: the upper 0.2 m and 0.2 to 0.32 m layers of the 0.32 m height column were filled with the topsoil (A layer) and subsoil (B layer), respectively. The soil columns were placed in a climatic room under controlled environment as temperature, humidity, wind speed and light conditions. The air temperature and the relative humidity of the climatic room were monitored every 30 minutes with a sensor placed at the height of the plants. The air temperature varied between 19.8°C and 24.5°C, the relative humidity was kept constant at 83%. Potential evapotranspiration was determined by the pan evaporation method (Szász, 1997): a pan with a large surface was filled with water and placed next to the soil columns, and its weight loss was regularly monitored. The potential evapotranspiration rate was found to be constant and equal to 0.254 10⁻³ m³ day⁻¹ (Lukács et al., 2008).

“Mv Emese” wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) genotypes (Gáspár et al., 2005) that are considered to be water stress tolerant, were planted in six boxes. The initial soil water content was set at field capacity (0.38 m³ m⁻³) and to soil moisture content of 0.20 m³ m⁻³ in the four NS and four S pots, respectively. Two out of the eight soil columns were left without plants. Three out of the six plants got the optimum amount of water (non-stressed conditions, NS), ensuring soil water content (Θ) between 60% and 100% of the field capacity, Θ.FC. The drought-stressed (stressed, S) plants were kept at the soil water content around 20% of the Θ.FC. One of the bare pots (without wheat) was irrigated on the base of the S, while the other one was watered according to the NS irrigation strategy to monitor evaporation from bare soil surface. The total amount of water in each column was monitored by weighting the soil columns two times a week. The mass of water in each column was calculated as the difference between the actual column weight and its weight in air-dry conditions (8.496 kg), minus the weight of the plexiglass box. The gravimetric soil water content (Θg) was calculated from the mass of water and that of air-dry soil. Further, the volumetric soil water content was determined by multiplying the gravimetric soil water content by the soil bulk density (1.18x10³ kg m⁻³).

Data on temporal changes in the water content of the pots with bare soil were used to calculate the evaporation from the soil surface for NS and S columns as described in Lukács et al. (2008).

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set up. TR, E, PET, I stand for transpiration, evaporation, potential evapotranspiration and irrigation, respectively.
Development of the winter wheat plants was also monitored. The experimental set up the irrigation and the monitoring strategy are described in details in Lukács et al. (2008).

Application of the SWAP model for calculating soil water balance elements

We applied the SWAP (version 2.2; van Dam, 2000) mathematical model to calculate the soil water balance elements of the soil columns, using the database obtained from 75-day long measurements in the stress diagnostic system. Farkas and Hagyó (2010) reported that the SWAP model is suitable for predicting the soil water regime and the soil water balance elements under Hungarian circumstances. Indeed, in our case the meteorological conditions differed strongly from those, measured in the field, therefore our study also concerned the applicability of the model for climatic room conditions.

The SWAP model is a mathematical model that calculates soil water balance elements (evaporation, transpiration, deep percolation, surface runoff, interception etc.), integrated at daily time step. It employs the Richards’ equation (Richards, 1931), which is a non-linear partial differential equation representing the movement of water in unsaturated soils. It has been developed by merging Darcy’s law with the continuity equation and by adding a sink term to account for the root water uptake (Feddes et al., 1978). The soil hydraulic functions are described by the analytical expressions of van Genuchten (1980) and Mualem (1976) from measured values. Potential evapotranspiration is calculated using the Penman-Monteith method (Monteith, 1982). Root water extraction at various depths of the root zone was described by adding a sink term to account for the root water uptake assuming –1 for the exponent L of the hydraulic conductivity function. Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) and the soil water retention functions: the coefficient of determination (R2) were above 0.98 for both the soil layers, while the slope of the regression lines was 1.011 and 1.037 for the upper and lower soil layers, respectively.

During the experiment, soil consolidation was observed especially in the non-stressed pots most probably because of regular irrigation and natural consolidation. We monitored this process as it caused changes in soil bulk density and, consequently, in soil hydrological functions. Further, we separated the SWAP simulations for the NS treatment into two periods. We used the original parameters of the Van Genuchten – Mualem model (van Genuchten, 1980) to represent the soil hydraulic functions for the first (38-day long) period that corresponded to a drying cycle. For the second period, consisting of wetting-drying cycles we used the modified Van-Genuchten functions (SW, Eq. 1 and 2), suggested by Sobczuk and Walczak (1996).

\[ \Theta = \left( \frac{1}{\rho} - \frac{1}{\rho_0} \right) \left[ 1 + (\alpha \Psi)^n \right]^{-1} \]

considering

\[ n = \frac{\rho_0 - \rho C}{2} \]

where: Θ - calculated soil water content (kg/kg), \( \rho \) - bulk density of the soil sample (10\(^{-3}\) kg/m\(^3\)), \( \rho_0 \) - density of the solid phase (10\(^{-3}\) kg/m\(^3\)), \( \Psi \) - soil water potential (10\(^{-2}\) m of H\(_2\)O), \( \alpha \) - fitting parameter (10\(^{-2}\) 1/m), C - fitting parameter (10\(^{-3}\) m\(^3\)/kg).

This method was originally developed to estimate the soil water retention curves for soils with variable soil bulk density. The soil-specific fitting parameters C and \( \alpha \) were available for the different soil layers of the study site (e.g. site where the soil samples were taken for the experiment) from Korsunskaja and Farkas (2004), which allowed estimation of changes in the soil water retention curve due to changes in soil bulk density. Accordingly, the reduced soil bulk density was calculated from the average level of settlement, observed in the three NS columns, and the corresponding Van Genuchten parameters were derived, using the Sobchuk-Walczak (SW) site-specific coefficients, determined by Korsunskaja and Farkas (2004).

**Input data on crop parameters**, as crop height and LAI were measured directly, while the maximum rooting depth was observed through the transparent walls of the boxes (Csorba, 2007). We selected the simple crop routine of the SWAP model for simulating the development and water uptake of the winter wheat. The crop routine was parameterised, using observed data on LAI, crop height and maximal rooting depth as a function of crop development stage.

For all the soil layers, 0.38 m\(^3\) m\(^3\) and 0.20 m\(^3\) m\(^3\) water content was set as initial conditions for the NS and N columns, respectively. The upper boundary conditions as infiltration and evaporation were calculated by the model from the meteorological input data. No water movement occurred from the bottom of the columns through the installed plastic tubes (Fig. 1), as the soil column retained all the irrigation water within the pore system, most probably due to the clayey loam texture. Therefore, zero flux was set as a lower boundary condition.

**Statistical analyses**

The SWAP model was calibrated by tuning on model parameters to minimise the difference between the measured and simulated values of potential evapotranspiration (PET), potential evaporation (PE) and total amount of water (TSW) in the soil column. All the meteorological and soil input data were similar for the three replicates of the S and NS treatments, and the model was insensitive against the observed small differ-
ences in crop parameters. Therefore, we did not perform calibrations separately for all the six soil columns, but calculated the average measured TSW values for the three replicates and used them to evaluate the model performance statistics.

We used different statistics to evaluate the goodness of fit of simulated values to observations. Simulated and observed PET, PE, PTR and TSW values were compared by Pearson’s Correlation (coefficient of determination - $R^2$), by the Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (N-S, Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) and the volume differences (PBIAS), (Moriasi et al., 2007).

We compared the obtained goodness-of-fit statistics with those, reported by Moriasi et al. (2007) to assess the applicability of the SWAP model to conditions, strongly differing from those, experienced in the field.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Temporal variability of soil hydraulic properties

The height of the non-stressed columns decreased in average by 0.022 m, causing a $4.95 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^3$ decrease in the volume of the soil columns. Consequently, soil bulk density increased by $0.022$ m, causing a $4.95 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^3$ decrease in the volume of the soil columns.

Figure 2 demonstrates the original water retention curves, fitted to the measured data using the VG model, and their changes, estimated with the Sobchuk-Walczak method (SW) assuming 0.09 kg m$^{-3}$ increase in soil bulk density. The VG and SW parameters are given in Table 1.

As it was expected, soil compaction resulted in 0.08 m$^3$ m$^{-3}$ reduction in total porosity (and saturated soil water content) for both the soil layers (Table 1). According to our estimations, compaction mostly affected soil water retention curves in the high matric potential range (soil water content range between saturation and field capacity), which is in good agreement with other findings. Glab (2014) reported that in a tillage experiment on a sandy loam soil compaction resulted in higher bulk density and lower total porosity values and significantly influenced the soil water retention characteristics in the high matric potential range due to decrease in volume of large pores. Similar conclusions were drawn by Kutilek et al. (2006) and Zhang et al. (2006).

SWAP model efficiency to predict evapotranspiration characteristics

Cumulative values of potential evapotranspiration (PET), potential evaporation from the bare soil surface (PE) and potential transpiration (PTR) for the S and NS treatments, and the corresponding model calibration statistics are given in Table 2. We expected to obtain good model fit for PET, as the measured PET values were directly introduced in the input file for driving meteorological variables. Simulated values of potential and actual evaporation from bare soil surface were calibrated to the measured values by fine-tuning the evaporation coefficient ($B_1$) of Boesten and Stroosnijder (1986). The calibrated values of $B_1$ were 0.3 and 0.6 for the S and NS treatments, respectively.

The N-S and PBIAS values for PET, PE and PTR were compared with the general model performance ratings, reported by Moriasi et al. (2007) for monthly time step. According to the N-S values, the performance rating of the PET and PE calibration falls in the „satisfactory“ (0.50<N-S≤0.65), while that of the PTR falls in the „very good” (0.75<N-S≤1.00) model performance category. As PBIAS values are smaller than 10% for all the three water balance elements and for both the treatments, the PBIAS-based the calibration ratings belong to the best, so-called „very good” (PBIAS≤±10%) performance rating category. When comparing the model calibration results of five different (profile and catchment scale) models for runoff, Deelstra et al. (2010) found that „model performances, in general, improved when integrating the results over longer time periods, indicating, that the daily runoff dynamics were not simulated satisfactorily, while the weekly and monthly runoff was simulated quite well”. Based on these findings and considering that the performance ratings of our daily time step calibration were at least satisfactory when using evaluation criteria, developed on a monthly basis, we can conclude that the SWAP model could successfully simulate the PET, PE and PTR dynamics in a climatic room environment. Consequently, the model provided precise upper boundary conditions for detailed water balance studies.

Although many studies are focused on testing the SWAP model against measured data on soil water balance elements (Bennett et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2011), they are mostly based on

---

**Table 1.** Soil hydraulic parameters, used in the model simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil layer</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>WC$_a$</th>
<th>WC$_s$</th>
<th>alpha</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$K_s$</th>
<th>WC$_s$</th>
<th>alpha</th>
<th>$C$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m$^3$ m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>10$^{-2}$ m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>m day$^{-1}$</td>
<td>m$^3$ m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>10$^{-2}$ m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>10$^{-3}$ m$^3$ kg$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.00–0.20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>1.1968</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.2019</td>
<td>0.1207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.20–0.32</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>1.2114</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.1505</td>
<td>0.1525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where WC$_a$ and WC$_s$ are the residual and saturated water content of the soil, respectively, expressed in %; alpha and $n$ are the parameters of the van Genuchten model and $K_s$ is the soil saturated hydraulic conductivity.
Table 2. Water balance elements (10^2 m, average from three replicates) cumulated for the first 68-day period of measurements and the corresponding statistics for model simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water balance elements (10^2 m)</th>
<th>Model simulation statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obs NS</td>
<td>Mod NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET 76.8</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE 22.0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR=PET-PE 54.8</td>
<td>56.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where PET, PE and PTR are the potential amounts of evapotranspiration, evaporation and transpiration, respectively. NS and S stand for columns with no water stressed and water stressed wheat plants. R^2, N-S and PBIAS are the coefficient of determination, the Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient and the percent bias, respectively. Obs and Mod refer to observed and modelled values.

Modelling soil water content variations under drought stress on soil column cropped with winter wheat

Besides, we performed statistical evaluation for each of the three replicates of the NS and S treatment. For the S treatments, the average N-S and PBIAS values were 0.90 and 0.92, and varied among the replicates from 0.82 to 0.92 (N-S) and from -1.3 to 0.9 % (S), respectively, all falling into “very good” model performance rating category (Moriasi et al., 2007). These results indicate that the calibration of the SWAP model against the TSW values measured in the stressed treatments was successful. Indeed, the difference between the measured and simulated TSW values increased after the few irrigation events (Fig. 3). We assume that soil consolidation (and decrease in soil volume) observed during the experiment could be the main reason for that, as it causes changes in soil hydraulic properties. The SWAP model runs with stationary soil hydraulic parameters; therefore, it cannot take into consideration the temporal variability of soil hydraulic properties. As the calibration results were still very good for the S treatment, differences in measured and simulated TSW values could be neglected.

SWAP model performance in estimating soil water content

Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the measured (Obs) and modelled (Mod) values of the total amount of water (TSW) in the soil column for the drought-stressed (S) and non-stressed (NS) treatments, respectively. The discrete points (Obs_NS1, Obs_NS2, OBS_NS3, Obs_S1, Obs_S2 and Obs_S3) represent the three replicates of the non-stressed and stressed treatments. Statistical evaluation of the model calibration, calculated using the average values of the three replicates for each treatment is given in Table 3.

Field-measured data. Soldevilla-Martinez et al. (2014) compared the performance of the DSSAT model, which uses the simple “tipping bucket” approach for describing soil water balance with that of the WAVE model that – similarly to SWAP – integrates Richards’ equation. They carried out their study in a lysimeter experiment and found that both models performed well simulating the soil water balance components for the calibration period. Indeed, the lysimeters were installed in the field under natural weather conditions. Trakal et al. (2013) validated the Hydrus-2D model for simulating the Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn transport within a soil column in a greenhouse under controlled conditions. They found excellent and acceptable agreement between the measured and modelled soil water content data in the control (without vegetation) and vegetation (willow) scenarios, respectively. Their results are in good agreement with our findings indicating that soil water balance models based on Richards’ equation are capable to simulate the upper bottom boundary conditions and the soil water regime under controlled, non-natural weather conditions.

Soil consolidation was more visible in the soil columns with winter wheat receiving optimum water supply. VG and VG_SW refer to simulation results with temporarily stable (using Van Genuchten parameters) and temporally variable (using Van Genuchten and Sobczuk – Walczak parameters) soil hydraulic properties, respectively.
We assume, that the detected changes in soil bulk density and the corresponding changes in the soil hydraulic properties caused failing in the model simulations for the wetting – drying period. Therefore, we separated the simulations into two time periods (drying and wetting-drying cycles) and modelled the TSW dynamics separately for each of them. Soil hydraulic properties for the second period were estimated by Korsunskai and Farkas (2004) using SW parameters according to Sobczuk and Walczak (1996), as described before.

Statistical evaluation of the simulation results for the NS treatment (Table 3) showed “very good” performance rating for the first (drying) period in case of both, N-S and PBIAS, and also for the second (wetting-drying) period with respect to PBIAS values. The N-S values for the second period fall in the “good” and “satisfactory” range. Our results are in good agreement with those, obtained by Farkas et al., (2000) and Schwen et al. (2011). Schwen et al. (2011) focused on improving soil water simulations for tilled soils by accounting for temporal changes of near-surface soil hydraulic properties in the Richards’ 1D equation. They concluded that the performance of the simulation could be improved significantly using time-variable hydraulic parameters, regardless of the tillage system in focus.

Mubarak et al. (2009) applied the Hydrus-2D code to study „the effect of temporal variability in the hydraulic properties of a loamy soil during a maize cropping cycle on water transfer under daily drip irrigation“. Contradictorily to our results they found, that even though there were observed changes in soil hydraulic properties during the experiment, both sets of soil hydraulic functions corresponding to the periods before and after the irrigation could accurately reproduce measured soil water content profiles.

We assume, that the soil type, the level of changes in soil properties and the aim of the study identify, whether constant or time-dependent soil hydraulic properties should be used for water balance modelling.

CONCLUSIONS

We tested the applicability of the SWAP mathematical model for climatic conditions, strongly differing from those, experienced in a field, by applying it to a data set, measured in a climatic room experiment. We concluded, that the model could satisfactorily describe the hydrological processes in the soil-plant-atmosphere system under climatic conditions falling outside the range the model was developed for. Therefore, it can be used for assessing the effects of predicted climate change on soil water regime and corresponding changes in plant available water content, and could successfully be applied to assess the drought stress tolerance of new crop genotypes.

We found that changes in soil hydraulic properties caused by soil consolidation influenced the simulation results to high degree. The level of these changes was so high in the non-stressed treatments that we had to account for the seasonal variability of the soil hydraulic functions to calibrate the SWAP model against the TSW data, observed in the NS treatments. The Sobchuk-Walczak (SW) model could satisfactorily describe changes in soil hydraulic properties due to changes in soil bulk density. We could valuably improve the SWAP model performance when introducing temporally variable soil hydraulic properties in the model. Our results indicate that soil water balance studies should put more focus on the time variability of structure-dependent soil properties.
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